
 

 

 

 

 

 The sun had set almost three hours prior, before three figures approached the vast 

gates to the castle of Yesyrro, the home of the Arbanian king. The wind swept dust from 

the ground skyward, creating a silvery-mud mist that covered the royal landscape, strong 

branches swayed while feathered wings soared high over the castle, and insects crept 

beneath the feet of the wandering silhouettes. Only a collection of dark, with twinkles of 

metal-glare here and there, stood between the three figures and their presence in the halls 

of the king. 

 The three figures, masked by the gloom of night, slowly crept up to a dry creek 

bed that served as a quaint attempt at a molt. The figures now stood at the castle gate, 

prepared for intervention: Shirou, Golymor, and Isho, three commoners wanting justice to 

be served in the kingdom of Arbania; with interference slouching only a few feet away, 

confident and proud. The castle’s main gate was heavily protected; numbering thirteen 

defined shadows: five archers, two ogres armed with mallets of iron, three creatures of 

the Dark Forest—most likely gargoyles, for they were winged, scantily clothed, and their 

skin was thick and scaly—with only their claws for battle, two noble knights on 

horseback—elite swordsmen, and one warlock with his trusty scepter at his side. The 

odds were against the three warriors of peace, but odds were no more than numbers. 

 Isho peered across the creek that separated him and his enemy, and frowned. He 

stared at the swordsmen in disgust, grinding his teeth as sweat loosened his grip on his 

wooden weapon, a charmed-staff. He could not understand how noblemen could defend 

an evil king. 

 All of the king’s injustice behaviors flooded Isho’s mind. The king had been 

torturing his people for half a decade in the harsh-ruby mines and it was no hidden fact 

that the king was unjust when concerning the matters of the law. It was also no secret that 

he had the girls of his villages taken by the cover of night, for pleasures in his chambers, 

and returned by the time of the rising red star. Isho twitched slightly, sickened at the 

thought of it all. 

 Isho had begun to step forward aggressively, tightening his grip, only to find 

Golymor’s right hand in prevention. Isho stared up at the seven foot elder, whom only 

looked back with calm eyes, and gulped. He felt a tension within the cleft of his chest, a 

pounding tension. Maybe fear of evident death or his heart pained at the evil lurking 

within the king’s walls. Isho stepped back—back into his place—and Golymor’s hand 

was removed from his chest; along with the tension. Isho looked Golymor over with an 

anxious haze: at over seven feet tall, cloaked in a scarlet shawl that covered his entirety, a 

hood that blackened his face, and broad shoulders of almost four feet there seemed to be 

something soft about him; something kind and gentle, a relieving thought to Isho. It was 

something that Isho had not noticed before about Golymor. Within the shawl Golymor 

had become something else, something much more. Isho only knew he was glad that 

Golymor was at his side. 



 Isho’s gaze stayed affixed upon Golymor, and for a moment the sight seemed 

familiar, rather than mystifying. Isho knew of this image, knew of this large gentlemen 

covered in scarlet. Then, suddenly Isho recalled a memory. 

 Isho had heard stories about a giant of a man clothed in deep red when he was a 

child, but he never truly believed in the tales. Isho remembered that the giant of a man 

clothed in deep red had been known throughout the land of Arbania as the Crimson 

Specter: an ancient creature of night that protected the peasants and hindered the 

workings of evil, using abilities only known to wizards and sorcerers. It was a story about 

a creature lived ages ago. 

 Isho stared back at Golymor, in astonishment and awe. This could not be the same 

creature, he thought to himself, this creature is kind, not menacing. This is no ancient 

warrior, only a worried elder of a village; a large elder. Isho still refused to believe in 

the tales, even though he stood next to the breathing myth itself. 

 “We kindly request that you stand aside guardsmen,” Shirou’s voice broke Isho’s 

gaze of wonderment, “for we have urgent business with the king.” 

 Isho’s mouth closed and his attention turned towards Shirou. He did not 

understand Shirou. Shirou was an outlander. Isho questioned himself, why does this quiet 

journeyman aid my people? It is nonsense. Isho’s concentration broke as he took a step 

closer towards the gate, following Golymor and Shirou, as they moved forward. 

 Their advance was halted as one of the Dark Forest creatures leaped before 

Shirou; claw out and waving at Shirou’s neck. Isho was correct, it was a gargoyle. Shirou 

simply delayed his steps and stared into the blood eyes of the gargoyle; not from fear 

though, Isho noticed. 

 The gargoyle was roughly shorter than three-and-a-half feet, with a two foot tail 

lagging behind, whipping about the dust of the ground. It wore the colors of a royal 

captain upon his loin cloth. Its shoulders spanned a distance of three feet, while its 

wingspan would easily span fivefold the same. Each foot had three claws, which were 

more or less its toes. And, the hand’s of the gargoyle, although small and rather weak at 

quick glance, sprouted six-inch long claws, four of them. 

 The night fell eerily silent. That moment, the serene whisper of the wind and the 

howls of the night stopped piercing Isho’s ear. Isho witnessed that Shirou expressed no 

fear, anxiety, or surprise; no emotion at matter. Who is this man, he thought to himself, 

this man who fears not even a gargoyle of the royal court? This man who stands in 

defiance before such evil and sheds no droplet of fear? Isho began to sweat again, yet he 

contained his tight grip on his charmed-staff. 

 Shirou stood motionless, cloaked in his deep blue robe and face covered in the 

shadow cast by his hat; almost as if unaware of the gargoyle’s presence. Isho stared upon 

his stance, such confidence, he thought. Isho began to recall when he first met Shirou, 

noticing that nothing had changed about him since that very first moment; living amongst 

honest peasants had changed Shirou none. 

 Shirou had arrived to Isho’s village, d’Ferniqa, an entire season ago, worn and 

parched. He fell upon the dirt path that led into the village square. Isho’s grandmother 

took the stranger in and aided him back to health. The first words Isho heard Shirou say 

were “much gratitude for I am now greatly in your debt mistress”, and they stuck with 

him until the very moment Isho found himself standing before the gates of the Arbanian 

castle, armed and prepared for battle. 



 The gargoyle took a step forward, lowering its claws away from Shirou’s neck. 

Isho was pleased and let relaxation return to his stressed muscles. The gargoyle pressed 

slightly closer to Shirou’s face, and hissed. Shirou stood inert. The gargoyle’s tongue slid 

from its mouth, drenched in slimy stench, and wrapped itself around Shirou’s neck. The 

gargoyle’s eyes widened, frightened, as Shirou did not twitch or even sweat the slightest. 

Isho shuddered for Shirou. 

 The tongue returned to the caverns of its damp quarters and the gargoyle grunted, 

“Foolish peasant. You are not welcomed in the royal courts.” The ghastly chuckles of the 

other twelve burst in agreement. Shirou still stood silent in his strong and determined 

stance; a stance that obviously angered the gargoyle. 

 Lifting himself to Shirou’s height, with his stiff tail, the gargoyle growled, “Did 

you not hear my words peasant?” the gargoyle’s eyes looked Shirou over, “You are not 

welcomed in the royal courts. Turn away and return to your hollow survival or feel the 

fury of my cold claws upon your brittle bones.” The gargoyle then reached out and 

grabbed Shirou’s fighting arm. 

 The gargoyle screeched in pain and horror, but Isho had not seen why. Then, he 

looked down at the gargoyle’s arm crumpled within Shirou’s grip. Shirou apparently did 

not appreciate the gargoyle grabbing his fighting arm; he took much offense at the 

disrespect. The gargoyle had not requested a touching of the skin. 

 The twelve comrades rose abruptly, weapons in hand, ready for a scrapple. “I did 

not give you permission to place a hand upon my arm,” Shirou said. He closed the gap 

between his face and the gargoyle’s, eyes ardent and wintry, “If you wish for me to let 

loose, you must do it first.” 

 The gargoyle unleashed its claws, and Shirou responded by letting loose his grip. 

Isho, however, retightened his. 

 The pride-wounded gargoyle slid back within the protection of the mass of dark in 

front of the gate, picking up a dagger that lay on a rock beside its two brethren. It hissed 

something in its native tongue and the other two gargoyles stabbed back a glare at Shirou, 

then, took flight. Shirou’s eyes followed the two, while Golymor kept watch of the other 

guardsmen. Isho began to hear a loud thumping coming from within his chest; it was his 

heart. He feared what the guardsmen would do if they too heard the heart’s melody of 

fear. 

 Shirou still gazed skyward at the two gargoyles which had taken flight, and was 

now circling their position, as one of the swordsmen drew his blade. Was it a warning to 

other guardsmen? Isho wondered. Why did Shirou have to grab the gargoyle? 

 The swordsman that had drawn his sword leapt from his horse and landed on the 

dirt with a thud, “Who are thou, that thous’t would grab hold of royal guard? Thou must 

be a fool, a jester?” 

 “He is an outlander,” Isho could not believe he heard his own crackling voice. 

 Golymor and Shirou turned towards Isho in amazement; they surly thought that he 

would be too afraid to speak even a murmur. 

 The swordsman wore the colors, and armor, of a captain. His skin was rough, 

bronzed, and fairly filthy, as if it had spent much time in the open and underneath the red 

star; unlike a man of nobility. His nose was strong and extensive, which was quite 

contrasting to his face that was slender and seemed to end at a pointed chin. A frail neck 

connected the strange face to a gristly, but strapping, body; a body that belonged to a 



youth, maybe twenty-one; very young to be a noble swordsman, almost, too young, Isho 

thought. The body was protected by a noble, iron armor chest plate. The swordsman 

looked over Shirou and grinned. 

 “Outlander, you say.” the swordsman verified Isho, then, turning attention 

towards Shirou, “Where are thou from? What is thy name?” 

 Shirou did not respond. He stayed affixed upon the two gargoyles that flew 

overhead, still circling, unaware of the actions below. His right hand raised a tad, 

gripping the handle of his sword; the sword that was still secure within its sheath. 

 “Do thou not hear me?” bellowed the swordsman, “respond fool,” still, Shirou did 

not respond. The swordsman turned back to his peers, uneasy, then he returned focus to 

Shirou; however, instead of looking at Shirou, the swordsman now was gazing upon the 

scarlet giant, who decided to join Shirou in his madness. 

 Startled at the quickness of Golymor, the swordsman shrieked. He staggered back 

a few steps and slid, kicking up dust. Regaining his arduous stature, slick grin returning, 

he questioned Golymor, “Fool, to sneak up on royal guard, do thou fear death at a blade’s 

edge?” He chuckled. Apparently it was a joke that only guardsmen understood, because 

they were the only creatures that shared in the swordsman’s humor. 

 Golymor retaliated with his own humor; a dangerous form of the sort, “Do thou 

fear it vile creature of the royal court,” a joke that could surly cost him and his traveling 

company, Isho and Shirou, their life. 

 The swordsman thought the same, “Thou are truly a fool; soon to be a lifeless 

fool, you and your brethren.” He brought his sword to eye level and began to walk 

towards the three justice seekers, smirking dismally. 

  The words he spoke must have been some sort of command, for the other 

swordsman dropped to the path from horseback, swords drawn, one for each hand, the 

ogres began marching forwards massaging their mallets, the archers took aim, and the 

pride-wounded gargoyle let loose a trickle of pleased slime from its mouth, as he 

twiddled the dagger within his claws. Isho released a grin of insanity; a gargoyle doesn’t 

need a dagger. He must be afraid…but why? The guardsmen were preparing to slaughter 

their prey; slaughter us, Isho thought. 

 Isho took a firmer hold of his charmed-staff, gasped, and began to pray, eyes shut. 

Reopening his eyes, he took a defensive stance, while both Golymor and Shirou took an 

offensive. They were mad to think of being the aggressors. Isho now stood in the midst of 

two madmen and eleven highly trained killers; a nightmare realized. 

 

 Shirou took his sword from its sheath and held it comfortably in his tight grip. He 

held it upright, parallel to his own straight and relaxed vertical posture, then, he crouched 

slightly; sword vaguely behind him, within his right hand, tip in the dirt. His left hand 

rose at a forty degree angle, appendages pointing towards the gargoyle that stood to the 

far left of the guardsmen-blob. He was seeking out the gargoyle that he had wounded 

moments earlier. His eyes tauten, focused, and his body reacted; leaping out towards the 

gargoyle, clipping at its wings… 

 

 Golymor unleashed his long-blade from its binding that was once hidden 

underneath the thick shawl. He held the blade loosely with his left hand, tip pointing 

downwards toward the supportive soil of the world. The pupils of his eyes tilted upward, 



towards one of the aiming archers, who sat on a stone pillar that served as a sniper’s 

position, near the lookout platform. Golymor’s head slanted left, then right, cracking the 

bones in his neck, and his feet dug deep into the dirt. His huge bear-of-a-body crouched 

greatly, and like a spring, it lunge star ward. The archer tried to follow the scarlet mass, 

but lost it within the glow of the full moon. By the time he regain sight of his attacker, 

Golymor was already sweeping downward, straight for his head… 

 

 Isho did not have much time to respond correctly, only instinctively. He saw his 

fellow journeymen attacking the guardsmen, and he knew that he would have to follow 

suit if he wanted to survive. He knew when he volunteered to try and change the king’s 

ways that a battle would occur, but still nothing prepared him for what was happening; 

nothing could prepare him for fighting elite guardsmen. 

 He scratched that thought from mind and crouched. All the guardsmen eyes were 

on the aggressors, and Isho knew that it would be his opportune moment. As Shirou had 

taken charge and Golymor taken flight, Isho held tight to his charmed-staff, set his sights 

upon a second archer that was standing near the gargoyle Shirou took a liking to. An 

arrow was released by the archer, and raced towards Shirou; a second and third being 

prepared for the same objective. Isho gasped and his feet began to pull and push at the 

ground. 

 His body took off like a shooting star, straight at the archer’s position. Panting 

and praying, Isho fell upon the assassin. The archer had not even realized that Isho was 

advancing on his place, until he saw from his peripheral, a glowing staff heading straight 

for his torso… 

 

 An arrow was headed straight for Shirou’s heart, rapid as a falling star. There was 

nothing to stop it or slow it down; an airborne predator, hurried and fatal. Not breaking 

stride, Shirou took notice of his attacker, swung his sword twice in its direction out of 

defense, and the arrow split into three pieces, falling harmlessly to the ground. Shirou 

continued his rush on the pride-wounded gargoyle, pace unchanged. 

 The gargoyle was startled as its wings were removed by Shirou’s blade; two swift 

strokes downward, was all it took. Shirou then lifted his entire body into the air, twirled, 

and let loose his right foot upon the gargoyle’s chest. The gargoyle gurgled as its body 

was slammed against the wooden gate, almost fifteen feet behind it. The gargoyle’s body 

lay motionless. 

 Shirou landed with ease; no dust or sound. He turned, and tilted, his head towards 

one of the archers who was fumbling to extract an arrow from its bag, high in the leaves, 

hidden. He crouched, his chest almost grabbing dirt, and lunge into the tree. There was a 

moment of rustling amongst the branches, a scream, and a body of a guardsman falling to 

the ground. The archer hit the soil hard, tried to stand up and run, but collapsed from the 

burden of pain in his back. Shirou stayed amongst the leaves, however… 

 

 The archer barely responded, as Golymor’s long-blade came crashing downward, 

snapping his bow. The archer’s body was pushed, by the force of the attack, to the soil 

below. He landed in a thundering crash, passing out on impact. Golymor twisted around, 

swiping away at three arrows racing at his lungs, and laughed as the assassins stood 

paralyzed in awe. He twisted his torso, cocked and tensed his muscles, then, unleashed 



them all in one swift instance. His long-blade was released from his grip and swung 

towards the support beams of the archers’ lookout platform. 

 The two archers, noticing the whirling blade, attempted to rescue themselves by 

jumping from the platform, but the blade was too fast. The support beams crackled, 

snapped, and gave way to the weight of the platform, crashing to the soil; bringing the 

two archers with it. Unconscious, the two archers lay amongst the rubble. 

 The long-blade whirled about the skyline a moment, paused, and begun to spin 

back towards Golymor. Just when it seemed Golymor, too, would become victim to the 

flying blade, he caught its handle, and placed the blade to his side. He turned about quick, 

facing the guardsmen, with smile of valor on his face; his scarlet shawl waving in the 

wind… 

 

 A crunching of ribs filled the night air, and a yelp of agony followed, as an archer 

fell from Isho’s attack. Squirming about on the ground the archer tried to regain his 

bearings, but passed out, due to the stress on his shattered ribs. Isho stood triumphantly 

over the sleeping body. He gasped in awe over himself, he had taken down an archer, an 

assassin of the royal court; grandmother would be proud, he thought to himself. Isho 

turned, facing the five guardsmen who still stood defending the gate, smiling, forgetting 

about the two gargoyles circling overhead. 

 The guardsmen were shocked. In a moment, their numbers were snapped in half; 

in the time it took to take a breath, their assassins lay unresponsive. It was unprecedented: 

noble guardsmen made fools of. What was worse, it was done by peasants, the simple 

creatures of the Arbanian kingdom. 

 The gristly swordsman dropped his blade to the ground, “How did thous’t lowly 

beings do such carnage to our brethren? It is impossible!” 

 The other swordsman, short and round, stumbled forward, pushing aside the 

captain, “Fool, do not let down your guard. These peasants shall know their places. And 

we shall teach them.” 

 The larger, obviously older, of the two swordsman charged at Isho, both swords 

held high over his head. It was not the usual attack styling of a noble swordsman, but he 

could be crazed at an apparent defeat at the hands of peasants. The moonlight shone off 

the blades and lit a pale, red, pudgy cheeked, massive nosed, furry beard man of about 

late fifty; maybe early sixty. 

 Realizing his endangerment, Isho took the defensive; his charmed-staff held 

horizontal waiting for a downward stroke of the blades; a stroke that would never come. 

 Before the eldest swordsman was upon Isho a small ball of green fire charred the 

ground before him. It had come from the warlock’s scepter. The warlock had sat 

motionless throughout the entire attack by Isho, Golymor, and Shirou. “Stop fool,” he 

shouted. He stood up on his stone pillar and proceeded to soar down to the soil, his cape 

spread. 

 He wore the clothing of a noble guest of the king: a vivid blouse, underneath a 

burgundy vest, and satin trousers. Alas, to show his status as a warlock, he was cloaked in 

a dark green cape, that bore a hood that shadowed his face, and a sapphire amulet, linked 

to a metallic chain, encompassed his throat. 



 “Do you not know who thou gentlemen are?” the warlock questioned his party. 

Pointing towards Golymor, grinning, “You are amongst the presence of the Crimson 

Specter. Do you not see?” 

 Isho looked back at Golymor, he is the Crimson Specter, he thought. Why did I 

not believe it? Isho stared a moment longer and frowned. A creature of protection has 

lived amongst us and has done nothing in the times of trial and peril. He is a coward. 

 The warlock waved his arm at the circling gargoyles which disappeared over the 

stone wall. A moment later the gates creaked open “Join us creature, you and your 

brethren. The king would surly enjoy your presence.” The warlock snickered, as he began 

to walk into the castle. 

 Shirou leaped from the treetop, joined Isho, and started for the gate. Isho 

reluctantly followed, sweating pouring from his pores. Golymor soon joined them, 

leaping with the grace of a forest cat, to the dirt floor. Isho, Golymor, and Shirou passed 

the conscious guardsmen, who were rallying their wounded, and yielded their weapons; 

back to their respective sheaths. They followed the warlock along a brick path that led to 

the main tower of the king’s castle; and they, were followed closely by the guardsmen, 

and the two gargoyles, which were circling the entrance moments earlier, now, high 

overhead. 


